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ABSTRACT

High-frequency radio Doppler surface current observations off the south shore of Oahu, Hawaii, are used

to calculate the vorticity equation at a;2-km spatial resolution in terms of a time-dependent and time-mean

surface balance. First-order terms are mean advection of mean vorticity, vortex stretching, and a residual,

which is treated as unquantified terms such as wind stress curl, bottom pressure torque, and noise. The most

striking feature in the 2-yr time-mean vorticity balance is the anticorrelation between advection of vorticity

and vortex stretching implying that potential vorticity (PV) advection is the most dominant mechanism in the

area. Several terms in the depth-integrated vorticity balance were also estimated. The bottom pressure torque

acts as a first-order term only in areas of shallow topography. A PV analysis resulted in the 50-m Penguin

Bank steering the westward Hawaiian Lee Current.

1. Introduction

Among ocean current measurements, only high-

frequency radio (HFR) Doppler current meters are able

tomap currents at both high spatial resolution (on the order

of kilometers), and temporal resolution (on the order of an

hour); therefore, they can uniquely estimate the momen-

tum and vorticity balances of the upper ocean. Estimating

themomentumbalance requires knowing the pressure field

either through hydrography or altimetry, both of which

cannot sample at the samehigh resolution as theHFRs.We

can, however, estimate the vorticity balance without the

need for the pressure gradients using only HFRs.

In this study, our objective is to investigate how the

mean surface vorticity balance may be estimated and

analyzed from an array of HFRs.We will first review the

theoretical derivation of the surface vorticity balance

and its expression in terms of measurable quantities. We

thenwill apply the concept to an area where the vorticity

forcing signal is known to be strong; the lee of the island

of Oahu, Hawaii (Chavanne et al. 2010b).

The Hawaiian Islands are a prime region to study

the vorticity balance since the mountainous islands

present a barrier to the trade winds generating wind

stress curl (Chavanne et al. 2002), which in turn pro-

duces cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies. A complex sur-

face circulation encompasses the islands (Fig. 1); with

the North Equatorial Current (NEC) impinging to the

east of them and bifurcating into the North Hawaiian

Ridge Current (NHRC) to the north and the Hawaiian

Lee Current (HLC) to the south of the islands.

TheHawaiian archipelago is a key region for generating

mesoscale eddies in the western Pacific Ocean. A previous

model study of the vorticity balance study around the

Hawaiian Islands (Azevedo Correia de Souza et al. 2015)

showed that wind stress curl can produce enough advec-

tion of vorticity to enhance the canonical circulation

around the Hawaiian archipelago and thus modify the

North Pacific Ocean circulation. South of the archipelago,

Yoshida et al. (2011) found the mesoscale variability in-

duced not only by the wind stress curl but by the insta-

bility of the sheared NEC and the Hawaiian Lee Counter

Current (HLCC) flowing eastward south of the HLC.

The goal of this paper is to calculate the mean vorticity

balance from2 years ofHFR surface velocities. To account

for the surface frictional forcing, the vorticity balance re-

sidual will be compared to the wind stress curl from an

atmospheric model in conjunction with the mixed layer

depth from an ocean general circulation model (GCM).
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The paper will be presented as follows: section 2 de-

scribes the theoretical background, data and methods

are described in section 3, the HFR observations are

described in section 4, and the surface vorticity balance

is described in section 5. The results are discussed in

section 6 and summarized in section 7.

2. Theoretical background

The surface quasigeostrophic vorticity balance equa-

tion involves quantities directlymeasurable by theHFR.

Assuming hydrostatic balance and incompressibility the

horizontal momentum equation is

›
t
u1 u � =u1 f 3 u5

1

r
=p1F , (1)

in which u5 [u(x, y), y(x, y)], p is pressure, r is density,

= is the two-dimensional del operator (›/›x, ›/›y), and

F contains the forcing and dissipative terms. Taking the

horizontal curl of Eq. (1) yields the surface vorticity

conservation equation in which pressure effects are no

longer explicit:

›
t
z1 u � =(z1 f )1 (z1 f )= � u5=3F . (2)

On the lhs of Eq. (2) the first term is the rate of change

of relative vorticity; the second and third terms are the

advection of relative and planetary vorticity (b5 df /dy),

respectively; and the fourth term is the vortex stretching.

On the rhs=3F acts as the sources and sinks of vorticity

caused by external forcing and dissipation.

HFRs measure currents over a thin layer of depthHR

; 0.7m (at 16MHz) (Stewart and Joy 1974; Gurgel et al.

1999a; Röhrs et al. 2015). While this depth is ill-defined

and there are no closed theoretical expressions for it, it is

much smaller than the mixed layer depth, and thus the

horizontal momentum and vorticity terms in Eq. (2) will

be assumed constant within HR. Neglected terms in

Eq. (2), which cannot be directly calculated by HFR

observations, include vorticity tilting and lateral stress

divergences arising from the curl of the vertical mo-

mentum of advection.

3. Data and methods

a. HFR surface currents

Two Wellen radar (WERA) HFRs (Gurgel et al.

1999a,b), with a range of 100 km and a range resolution

of 1.5 km, were deployed on the south shore of Oahu,

Hawaii, from September 2010 to September 2012 (la-

beled in Fig. 2). A description of the principles of the

WERA radars can be found in Gurgel et al. (1999a).

The configuration of the radars (frequency of 16MHz,

bandwidth of 100 kHz) and the processing techniques

were identical to those detailed by Chavanne et al.

(2007, 2010a). The instrument setting and radar noise

are discussed in appendix A.

Figure 2a shows the location of the two radars in

Kalaeloa (KAL; 218180N, 158850W) and Koko Head

(KOK; 218260N, 1578420W), covering the 670-m-deep

Kaiwi Channel, and the shallow 50-m-deep Penguin

Bank. The 2-yr-mean surface currents are overlaid over

FIG. 1. Schematic map of the mean surface currents around Hawaii overlaid on the ba-

thymetry. Labels indicate the Hawaiian Lee Current (HLC), the North Equatorial Current

(NEC), the Hawaiian Lee Counter Current (HLCC), and the North Hawaiian Ridge Current

(NHRC). The black square indicates the area of study.
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the color-coded mean vorticity and divergence (Figs. 2a

and 2b).

Figure 3a shows the rotary power spectra of velocity

averaged over grid points with more than 90% of data

returned over the 2-yr period. Similar to the results of

Chavanne et al. (2010b), the slope of the continuum en-

ergy at superinertial frequencies is representative of the

internal wave spectrum, with no rotary asymmetry. The

diurnal and semidiurnal tides, and their harmonics,

dominate the superinertial band. In contrast, clockwise

energy is larger than counterclockwise in the near-inertial

band extending down to 0.7f, the broadening of which

reflects the influence of local vorticity on the inertial

frequency (Kunze 1985; Weller 1982). In the subinertial

band of mesoscale motions, spectral energy follows the

typical slope of about 25/3 (Vallis (2006, p. 380).

Figure 3b shows the corresponding power spec-

tra of divergence (›u/›x1 ›y/›y) and local vorticity

(›y/›x2 ›u/›y) averaged over the entire domain. In the

inertial and superinertial bands, divergence and vorticity

have similar magnitudes. There is no distinct near-inertial

peak, since inertial motions are spatially homogeneous to

first order, responding mostly to local wind forcing. Below

0.7f, the magnitude of vorticity progressively overwhelms

divergence, as expected in flows increasing in geostrophic

balance at increasingly longer periods.

Since this study is focused on themean surface vorticity

balance, temporal filtering of the HFR time series is es-

sential to separate the mean motions from the higher-

frequency oscillations. The filtering was performed in

two steps. First, the tidal harmonics were removed using

the t_tide algorithms (Pawlowicz et al. 2002). Second,

a Butterworth low-pass infinite impulse response filter

with a cutoff frequency of 0.33 cpd (time T5 3days) was

used to extract the subinertial mesoscale flow, thus re-

jecting inertial oscillations, and high-frequency waves.

FIG. 2. (top) Time-averaged HFR surface currents overlaid on the time-averaged (a) relative vorticity and

(b) divergence normalized by f from 40% of the total HFR spatial coverage. (bottom) Time-averaged (c) WRF

wind stress vectors overlaid on wind stress curl (Pam21) and (d) surface currents overlaid on the mixed layer depth

(m) computed from ROMS. The Kaiwi Channel (;600-m depth) and Penguin Bank (;50-m depth) are labeled as

KC and PB, respectively, in (c). All panels show the temporal mean from September 2010 to September 2012. Black

dots indicate the HFR sites Kalaelola (KAL) and Koko Head (KOK) and the Honolulu airport meteorological

station (HNL). Bathymetry is shown at 50, 200, 500, and 1000m. The solid gray line indicates 60% of the total HFR

spatial coverage.
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All quantities (velocity, velocity gradients, and mean

and eddy vorticity terms) were computed from these

low-passed currents. The lhs of Eq. (2) can be entirely

calculated from these velocity and vorticity gradients

while the rhs can be estimated as a residual from the lhs

of Eq. (3) or calculated explicitly from the atmospheric

model and GCM product as it will be shown in

section 5c.

Surface velocity gradients are typically O(1028) s21

while relative vorticity gradients are O(10212)m21 s21.

Both velocity and vorticity gradients are highly variable

throughout the HFR spatial domain. Values increase up

to 10 times the typical values close to the coast and away

from theHFRcoverage because of the geometric dilution

of precision (GDOP) (appendix A); therefore, only 40%

of the total HFR spatial coverage (shown as a thin gray

line in Fig. 2) is used to calculate these quantities.

b. Wind measurements

While wind stress is the primary upper-ocean forcing,

the coarse resolutions of satellite winds (ASCAT,

25 km) and global model winds (NCEP–NARR, 32 km)

do not usefully match the HFR surface velocity obser-

vations. In contrast, the network of land-based meteo-

rological stations and ocean buoys is also too sparse to

calculate gradients. Therefore, a local implementation

of theWeatherResearch and Forecasting (WRF)Model

(Tu and Chen 2011), assimilating data from satellite,

aircrafts, and buoys, will be used to provide the surface

wind field at spatiotemporal resolutions matching the

radar grid.

The HNL airport daily wind observations (shown in

Fig. 2a) and theWRFwind-model grid point closest to the

HNL station are significantly correlated with an r value

of 0.60. WRF wind stress is computed using Large and

Pond’s (1981) standard methods. Figure 2c shows the 2-yr

mean surface wind stress (September 2010–September

2012; same as HFR data), overlaid over the color-coded

mean wind stress curl. The wind stress field shows the

dominance of the northeasterly trade winds, while the

wind stress curl field reveals the influence of mountainous

island topography. In particular, positive wind stress curl

yielding upward Ekman pumping (cyclone generating) is

observed over Penguin Bank and the Kaiwi Channel,

while negative wind stress curl yielding downward Ekman

pumping (anticyclone generating) is observed in the

southwest coast of Oahu (Chavanne et al. 2010b).

c. Ocean model mixed layer depth

In this study, we will use the mixed layer depth from

an assimilative GCM based on the Regional Ocean

Modeling System (ROMS). A free-surface, hydrostatic,

primitive-equation model discretized with a terrain-

following vertical coordinate system (Shchepetkin and

McWilliams 2005). The assimilation system is based on

previous work (Azevedo Correia de Souza et al. 2015;

Janeković et al. 2013; Matthews et al. 2012; Powell et al.

2009). It uses four-dimensional variational (4D-Var)

assimilation to integrate data from the radial currents of

available HFRs including KAL and KOK (described in

section 3a), satellites, autonomous gliders, Argo drifters,

and other in situ measurements. The assimilative model

FIG. 3. (a) Rotary power spectra for September 2010–September 2012, spatially averaged over grid points with

more than 90%of data returned. Clockwise and counterclockwise components are plotted with thin and thick lines,

respectively. The slanted dashed line shows the 25/3 spectral slope. (b) As in (a), but for vorticity (thin line) and

divergence (thick line). The 95% confidence limit is shown in both panels. Vertical dotted lines indicate the major

tidal constituents, the inertial frequency f, and the cutoff frequency of 1/3 days used in this paper to calculate the

vorticity budget terms in this study.
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was compared with observations in Azevedo Correia de

Souza et al. (2015) and Matthews et al. (2012). They

found that in most cases, the assimilation reduces the

root-mean-square error between model and observa-

tions. In particular, in Matthews et al. (2012), the model

mixed layer depth in the lee of the Hawaiian Islands was

compared to climatology from observations, resulting in

differences of less than 10m. Barotropic forcing is from

the Oregon State University TOPEX/Poseidon Global

Inverse Solution tidalmodel (TPXO;Egbert andErofeeva

2002) and the lateral forcing is provided by the coarser-

resolution global HYCOM. The surface forcing uses the

high-resolution winds from the 1.5-km WRF atmospheric

model described in section 3b.

The model was run to overlap with the HFRs time

series from September 2010 to September 2012 at 4-km

resolution over a domain covering the Hawaiian Islands

(178–248N, 1538–1638W), with 32 terrain-following ver-

tical levels: 9 levels span the upper 200m in deep water,

with more levels near the surface as the slope ascends

toward the islands. Themodel output provides estimates

of the temperature, salinity, and currents at a 3-h tem-

poral resolution. Themixed layer depth, most important

for our objective, was estimated as the depth where

density varies 0.125 kgm23 from the surface.

Figure 2d shows the spatial distribution of the 2-yr tem-

poral mean of ROMS surface velocities and mixed layer

depth Hs. Note the large spatial variations of Hs over the

domain, ranging from;35m just west of Penguin Bank, to

;55m southwest of the coast ofOahu. These variations are,

in part, the response of the ocean to the patterns of wind

stress curl (Fig. 2c), through one-dimensional mixed layer

deepening and Ekman transport divergence, and in part

caused by the geostrophic signature of the mean currents,

which are not solely locally wind driven.

4. Description of HFRs observations

Figure 2a shows the time-averaged HFR surface ve-

locities from 2010 to 2012; a westward drift is observed,

intensifying southward away from the island, with typi-

cal speeds of 25 cm s21, corresponding to the local ex-

pression of the HLC (Lumpkin 1998; Lumpkin and

Flament 2013). The time-mean relative vorticity has

typical values O(1026) s21, reflecting the topography

with positive (cyclonic) vorticity ;10.25f immediately

west of Penguin Bank, and negative (anticyclonic) vor-

ticity ;20.26f closer to the coast of Oahu. The z values

estimated over the 2-yr period are slightlymore negative

(53%) than positive (47%). There is a slight preference

for positive z (57%) in the Kaiwi Channel, while the

opposite is true for Penguin Bank with 65% of the total

z values being negative.

We chose two areas of approximately 20 km2 (Fig. 2c)

where GDOP is low (appendix A) such that each region

is representative of (i) an area of ;600-m depth with a

mean negative wind stress curl (region A) and (ii) a

shallow bank ;200-m depth with a mean positive wind

stress curl (region B). Northeasterly trade winds are

observed throughout most the year with southwest wind

events in winter and spring (Figs. 4c and 4d). In general,

over the 2-yr period, both regions present a westward

surface flow associated to the HLC (Castillo-Trujillo

2014). In region B, the frequent eastward current re-

versals shown in Fig. 4b are associated with the presence

of southwesterly winds (Castillo-Trujillo 2014) while

during northeast winds the surface current is mostly

northwest. On the other hand in region A (Fig. 4a) pe-

riodical southwest current reversals are seen throughout

the time record, which do not seem related to any wind

event but were also seen in Chavanne et al. (2010b)HFR

observations off the west coast of Oahu.

5. Surface vorticity balance

a. Low-frequency time-varying balance

The time-varying balance in regionA is a combination

of advection of vorticity, vortex stretching, and its re-

sidual (Fig. 5a), while in region B (Fig. 5b) the balance is

mostly composed of vortex stretching and residual and

to a lesser extent to advection of vorticity. The residual

in region A occurs either because stretching and ad-

vection of vorticity are out phase when of opposite sign

or because stretching mostly dominates compared to

advection of vorticity. An exception is the period from

March to June 2012 when advection of vorticity is larger

than vortex stretching. In contrast, in region B the re-

sidual occurs because the strong stretching is opposed by

the residual and sometimes weak advection. The ad-

vection of planetary vorticity is an order of magnitude

smaller and does not contribute to the balance in any of

the areas. In both regions, typical values of advection of

vorticity and vortex stretching are around 0.53 1029 s22

with maximum values at 1 3 1029 s22.

Although the tendency term ›z/›t is two orders of mag-

nitude smaller than the rest of the terms in Eq. (2) (Fig. 5c),

variations of ›z/›t are generated by changes in time over

different leading-order terms. For example, in June 2011

(region A) advection of vorticity and vortex stretching

contribute to the term while in March 2012 (region B)

vortex stretching and the residual are themain contributors.

Eddy kinetic energy (EKE) and relative vorticity

peaks stand out throughout the time series with events

lasting ;20days (Figs. 5d and 5e). The largest EKE

events are found in spring 2012 with values of up
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to;0.10m2 s22. This event is also seen as an increase in

positive relative vorticity with values of around 1f. Re-

gion A has the largest relative vorticity values reaching

up to 1f, while region B’s values are never larger than

0.5f. Only in region A is a slight seasonality observed in

relative vorticity where large positive events are seen in

winter months from December to March.

b. Time-mean balance

It is clear from the time series of EKE and relative

vorticity that the HFR-derived flow is highly turbulent

with relative vorticity values sometimes 5 times larger

than the temporal mean (Fig. 2a). Spatial maps of the

standard deviation of EKE and normalized relative

vorticity are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. The largest

standard deviation values are observed in the northwest

corner of the domain, while the EKE variability in-

creases southwestward away from the coast. These large

values could have an impact on the low-frequency

vorticity budget. To quantify the effect of eddy vor-

ticity forcing on the mean flow, the standard Rey-

nolds decomposition of velocity into a time-mean and

FIG. 4. Time series of spatially averaged HFR detided surface currents from (a) region A

and (b) region B, defined in Fig. 2c. (c) Honolulu airport wind vectors and (d) WRF wind

vectors spatially averaged over 60% of the total HFR spatial coverage.

FIG. 5. Time series of spatially averaged advection of vorticity (green line), vortex stretching (orange line), and

the sum of these terms defined asR1 (purple line) for (a) region A and (b) region B, units areO(1029) s22. (c) Time

series of normalized relative vorticity (red line) and change of rate of relative vorticity (yellow line) with units

O(10211) s22. (d) Eddy kinetic energy. Solid and dashed lines represent spatial average over regions A and B

defined in Fig. 2c. All quantities are calculated from the 3-day low-passed HFR surface currents.
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time-dependent eddy component is applied as u5 u1 u0,
where u is the 2-yr time mean and u0 is the deviation

from the mean. The mean advection of mean vorticity

(u � =z) and vortex stretching [(z1 f )= � u] are separated
from the eddy advection of eddy vorticity (u

0 � =z0) and
stretching of eddy vorticity (z

0
= � u0

). To quantify these

Reynolds stresses and their contribution to the mean

balance they are combined as the divergence of the

eddy flux of relative vorticity (= � u0
z
0
). Equation (2)

becomes

u � =z1 (z1 f )= � u5=3F2= � u0
z
0
. (3)

Equation (3) expresses that in the absence of dissi-

pation and mixing into the deeper layers, mean advec-

tion of relative vorticity is balanced by mean vortex

stretching, divergence of the eddy flux of relative vor-

ticity, and an external forcing. The advection of plane-

tary vorticity and the tendency term are negligible since

they are two orders of magnitude smaller than the

leading-order terms.

The HFR-derived terms in Eq. (3) are plotted in

Fig. 7; there is an anticorrelation between mean advec-

tion (Fig. 7a) and mean vortex stretching (Fig. 7b) of

vorticity with negative (positive) values of advection of

vorticity in the west (east) of the HFR domain. In cer-

tain areas, however, close to Penguin Bank and north of

the Kaiwi Channel, advection does not seem capable of

inducing the observed vortex stretching, indicating an

external source of vorticity beside advection of potential

vorticity (PV) anomalies.

The residual from u � =z and (z1 f )= � u (denoted as

R1 in Fig. 7c) resembles the vortex stretching pattern but

is only about one-third of its size, except in the Kaiwi

Channel and northwest of the HFR spatial domain.

Figure 7g shows the divergence of the eddy flux of

relative vorticity. It mostly follows the leading-order

terms’ pattern with positive (negative) values in the

northwest (southeast) of the HFR spatial domain and its

main contributor is the advection of eddy vorticity

(Fig. 7e). This indicates that in addition to advection of

vorticity, the eddy forcing could have caused compres-

sion of the vortex-stretching term in the northwest cor-

ner of the HFR spatial domain. This is also the area

where the standard deviation of normalized relative

vorticity has the largest values (Fig. 6a) suggesting high-

frequency fluctuations are likely contributing to the

mean vorticity budget.

c. Vorticity balance integrated over the mixed
layer depth

If the dominant external forcing in the mean surface

vorticity balance is the vertical turbulent flux of horizontal

momentum, with wind stress t as the surface boundary

condition, the forcing term inEq. (3) becomes (1/r)=3 tz.

Integrating the forcing term over a time-meanmixed layer

depthHs, belowwhich the turbulent stresses are neglected

(Stern 1965; Price et al. 1986) and assuming the rest of the

terms in Eq. (3) are constant yields

u � =z1 (z1 f )= � u5 1

rH
s

=3 t
s
2= � u0

z
0
, (4)

where ts is wind stress at the surface. In Eq. (3) =3F

was calculated from the equation residual while in

Eq. (4) it is explicitly computed from a combination of

FIG. 6. Standard deviation from September 2010 to September 2012 of (a) normalized relative vorticity and

(b) EKE calculated from the HFR surface velocities.
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the mean WRF wind stress shown in Fig. 2c and the

mean mixed layer depth Hs derived by the ROMS

product shown in Fig. 2d.

The first term on the rhs of Eq. (4) (Fig. 7d) shows the

wind stress curl variations caused by the island shadow

of the trade winds (Chavanne et al. 2002, 2010b) with

positive values in most of the HFR domain, except in

the northwest of the area near the coast. Despite the

similarity between time-averaged surface velocities

from both observations and model (Figs. 2a and 2d), it

is not expected that the residual from Eq. (3) will

exactly resemble the modeled surface frictional forc-

ing term. The residual includes all of the unquantified

terms and noise and the spatial and temporal resolutions

of both model (4 km and 3h) and HFR observations

(1.5kmand 1h) are not the same.Nevertheless, the surface

forcing termhas the sameorder ofmagnitudeO(10210) s22

as advection of vorticity and vortex stretching, thus con-

sistent with the typical values of the residual. In addition,

over the Penguin Bank at 21.08N, 157.78W there is an in-

crease in positive wind stress curl in the modeled surface

frictional forcing term (Fig. 7d) that it is reflected in the

positive advection of vorticity (Fig. 7a) and negative vortex

stretching (Fig. 7b).

Despite the similarity between time-averaged surface ve-

locities from both observations andmodel (Figs. 2a and 2d),

it is not expected that the residual from Eq. (3) will exactly

resemble the modeled surface frictional forcing term.

6. Discussion

a. Surface vorticity balance

The HFR surface vorticity budget [Eq. (2)] was es-

timated as a time-varying and time-mean balance re-

vealing flow dynamics south of Oahu, Hawaii. The

leading-order terms in the time-mean surface balance

(Fig. 5) are mean advection of vorticity, vortex

stretching, and the residual, and to a lesser extent the

eddy forcing. The residual is leading order, since it

includes the unquantified terms such as wind stress

curl and bottom pressure torque. The time-mean

balance revealed certain aspects of the surface cir-

culation around Oahu. In most of the HFR spatial

domain there was a partial balance between mean

advection of mean vorticity and vortex stretching

(Figs. 7a and 7b) suggesting a surface circulation

caused by PV anomalies. These PV anomalies can be

FIG. 7. Temporally averaged vorticity terms from September 2010 to September 2012 derived by (a)–(c),(e)–(g) HFR surface currents

and (d) a combination of ROMS-derived surface-layer depth and WRF-derived wind stress curl. (a) Mean advection of mean vorticity

(u � =z), (b) vortex stretching [(z1 f )= � u], (c) residual from (a) and (b) (R1), (d) surface frictional forcing f[1/(rHs)]=3 tsg, (e) eddy
advection of eddy vorticity (u

0 � =z0), (f) stretching of eddy vorticity (z
0
= � u0

), and (g) sum of (e) and (f) (= � u0
z
0
).
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associated to the frequent mesoscale eddies flowing

westward from the island of Hawaii (Calil et al. 2008;

Yoshida et al. 2011; Jia et al. 2011). In some areas, how-

ever, the mean advection of mean vorticity did not pro-

duce vortex stretching of the correct sign, such as in

the northwest corner of the HFR spatial domain and

north of Penguin Bank implicating forcing by ba-

thymetry or higher-frequency eddy motions.

Wewill now discuss the implications of these terms in

the mean vorticity budget by selecting the two areas

shown in Fig. 2c. The time-mean surface vorticity bal-

ance averaged over regions A and B is summarized in

Fig. 8. There are two different processes generating

mean advection of mean vorticity over the HFR spatial

domain since each region resulted in negative (region

A) and positive (region B) mean values. Over the 2-yr

record, in region A, the advection term has a larger

correlation with the residual (r5 0:79) compared to

vortex stretching (r5 0:51). While in region B, vortex

stretching has a positive and larger correlation (r5 0:88)

with the residual compared to the advection term

(r520:48). This correlation difference could be at-

tributed to the influence of the nonmeasured HFR

vorticity terms such as dissipation of stress in region

A and the bottom pressure torque in region B where

topography is shallow. For both regions, if the resid-

ual is compared to the frictional forcing term esti-

mated from WRF and ROMS, values are the same of

order of magnitude O(10210) s22, even with spatial and

temporal sampling differences between observations

and models.

Our analysis does not include transmission of stress

into the deeper layers, but in Azevedo Correia de Souza

et al.’s (2015) vorticity balance, about 40%of the surface

forcing is released to the deeper ocean through bottom

stress. We cannot quantify this term from HFR obser-

vations, but, in region A where bathymetry is about

600m it can be estimated as follows. If the residual

includes only the surface frictional forcing and the

transmission of stress to deeper layer, then it can be

calculated as the difference between the model surface

frictional forcing term (20.50 3 10210 s22) and the

residual (21.11 3 10210 s22), that is, ;50% of the sur-

face forcing.

In contrast, in region B where bathymetry is

around 200m, there is a positive source of mean ad-

vection of mean vorticity that balances the negative

vortex stretching. Because the magnitude of the vortex

stretching term is larger than the mean advection of

mean vorticity, the difference could be attributed to

bathymetric forcing and not to transmission of stress to

bottom layers such as suggested above for region A.

Thus, the residual will include not only the frictional

forcing term but bottom pressure torque. This is can be

quantified from Fig. 8 as follows, if we assume the total

residual R1 is 0.51 3 10210 s22 (not including the eddy

vorticity forcing) includes bottom pressure torque, we

can subtract the model surface frictional forcing term

(0.55 3 10210 s22) from this total residual resulting in

0.04 3 10210 s22. This closure of the vorticity budget

could reveal the total residual not as surface frictional

forcing but as bathymetric forcing. We will explore this

further below.

The surface vorticity balance in this study does not

necessarily represent the vorticity terms on a longer or

larger spatiotemporal scale. Azevedo Correia de Souza

et al.’s (2015) model results, although at a slightly lower

spatial resolution (4 km), found—similar to us—that

mean advection of mean vorticity and eddy vorticity

forcing act as leading-order terms in the balance. In our

study, the uncertainty of the eddy forcing term is as

large as the residual uncertainty (appendix B). How-

ever, the inclusion of the eddy forcing term to the

vorticity budget reduced the residual in region B but

not in region A (Fig. 8). Nevertheless, it is clear that

high-frequency motions affect the mean budget par-

ticularly in the northwest corner of the domain where

the standard deviation of vorticity is at least 3 times

larger than the rest of the of the HFR spatial domain

(Fig. 6a).

FIG. 8. Mean vorticity terms from Eq. (4) for regions A and B denoted in Fig. 2, where R1 indicates the residual of mean advection of

mean vorticity (u � =z) and vortex stretching [(z1 f )= � u] and R2 indicates R1 plus divergence of eddy flux of relative vorticity (= � u0
z
0
).

The standard deviation over each of the regions is shown in black lines.
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b. Depth-integrated vorticity balance in
Penguin Bank

Wewill now further assess the influence of the bottom

pressure torque term in the vorticity budget, in partic-

ular in region B where stretching of vorticity was larger

than the mean advection of mean vorticity. This can be

estimated assuming the vertical distribution of the mean

flow around the island of Oahu is governed by a function

D(z), which is 1 at the surface and decays exponentially

with depth asD(z)5 ez/Ho, where z is depth measured in

meters from the ocean surface, positive upward, andHo

is the e-folding depth. Taking the curl of the vertically

integrated equation in Eq. (2) from the surface to the

seafloor using D(z) and wind stress as the surface fric-

tional forcing leads to

d
1
u � =z1 d

o
(f 1 z)= � u5 1

r
=3 t

s
2

1

r
=3 t

b

1 J(P
b
,H), (5)

where do 5
Ð 0
2H

D(z0) dz and d1 5
Ð 0
2H

D2(z0) dz. The sub-
script s refers to quantities at the surface, and b to those

at the seafloor. The coefficients indicate that the advec-

tion term will decay faster than vortex stretching with

depth and their surface anticorrelation can bemodified in

the vertical as shown by Hughes (2005).

In shallow regions, the difference between the ad-

vection and vortex stretching terms will be larger than in

deep regions. Table 1 shows the depth integration bal-

ance coefficients as a function of the e-folding depth and

bathymetry. Both do and d1 increase nonlinearly with

the e-folding depth when the depth increases. If Ho is

larger than 200m and bathymetry is larger than 1000m,

the depth-integrated vortex stretching will increase two

orders of magnitude from its surface values while the

depth-integrated advection of mean vorticity will in-

crease only one order of magnitude.

Using the vertical structure fit found with ADCP

observations west of Oahu by Chavanne et al. (2010b),

the e-folding depth is Ho 5 ;100m. In region B were

ocean depth is around 200m, do 5 86m and d1 5 49m;

therefore, the depth-integrated vortex stretching will

increase 50% from the mean surface values whereas

the depth-integrated mean advection of mean vorticity

will increase one order of magnitude from the mean

surface values. In contrast, in region A where bathym-

etry is around 600m, do 5 100m and d1 5 50m; that is,

the depth-integrated vortex stretching will be 20%

larger than in region B while the depth-integrated ad-

vection term will increase one order of magnitude as in

region B. Thus, both the depth-integrated advection and

vortex stretching terms on the lhs of Eq. (5) will result in

O(1028) s22. Using ts values from WRF, the surface

frictional forcing term [(1/r)=3 ts] will also result in

values withO(1028) s22 as the rest of the terms in the lhs

of Eq. (5).

The second term on the rhs of Eq. (5) is the vorticity

produced by bottom stress tb. Previous studies have

shown this term to be important in shallow regions

(Csanady 1978; Brink and Allen 1978) but the lack of

direct observations of bottom stresses does not allow for

an accurate estimation. It is important to notice that in

coastal and shallow areas like Penguin Bank this term

could contribute to the balance and thus be part of the

residual.

The contribution of vorticity by the bottom pres-

sure torque J(Pb, H) to the depth-integrated vorticity

balance can be estimated assuming the 2-yr-mean HFR

surface velocities are geostrophic. In this case, J(Pb, H)

is equal to fubg � =H, where ubg is the bottom geo-

strophic velocity and =H is the spatial gradient of

bathymetry. For areas shallower than the e-folding

depth Ho, the bottom geostrophic velocity will roughly

equal the HFR surface mean velocity. In areas

around Penguin Bank (;50m) where H,Ho and

spatial variations of depth =H are about 1m every

100m, the bottom pressure torque would result in

values O(1028) s22 if surface velocities are larger than

;15 cm s21. This was the case throughout the time pe-

riod analyzed (Figs. 4a and 4b). This result indicates that

the large vortex-stretching values seen north of Penguin

Bank at around 218N, 157.78W observed in the mean

surface vorticity balance (Fig. 7) could be induced in

part by the bottom pressure torque and thus are part of

the residual.

c. Topographic steering of HFR surface flow by
Penguin Bank

As shown by the depth-integrated balance, bathyme-

try can influence the mean flow if spatial gradients of

bathymetry are large enough such as in the Penguin

Bank region. This section evaluates if the Penguin Bank

steers the HFR-derived surface velocities by means

of PV.

TABLE 1. Depth-integrated balance coefficients assuming an

equivalent barotropic flow as a function of the e-folding depth Ho

for various bathymetries of 50, 200, and 1000m.

Ho 50m 200m 1000m

do(250) 32 44 49

do(2200) 49 126 181

do(21000) 50 199 632

d1(250) 22 39 48

d1(2200) 25 86 165

d1(21000) 25 100 432
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Assuming a fully barotropic flow, a PV conserva-

tion can be written as J(c, f /H)5 0 requiring flow to

follow contours of f /H, where H is ocean depth and

f is the Coriolis parameter. If f /H were conserved

along streamlines, then angular separation between the

3-day low-passed HFR-derived surface velocities u and

=(f /H) will be 908. If the angle between u and =(f /H) is

mostly at right angles over the 2-yr period with a small

standard deviation, it is an indication of topographic

steering of a barotropic flow (Thomson and Freeland

2003; LaCasce et al. 2008). For the area south of Oahu,

this PV constrain will incite a clockwise circulation

around the ;50-m Penguin Bank and a counterclock-

wise circulation around the ;700-m Kaiwi Channel.

Figure 9 shows the standard deviation and median of

the separation angle over the 2-yr time period. The

smallest standard deviation (908) was found southwest

of Penguin Bank while toward the Kaiwi Channel the

standard deviation increased to 1208. These large stan-

dard deviation values indicate that either the low-passed

surface velocities are divergent, less influenced by to-

pography, or the assumption of a barotropic flow is not

valid. As shown above, Chavanne et al. (2010b) found an

e-folding depth of 100m indicating that for shallow areas

the assumption of a barotropic flow can be valid.

Southwest of Penguin Bank, the standard deviation was

less than 908 and the median angle was found at around

908 (Fig. 9b, red lines), indicating flow was mostly con-

strained by topography. In contrast, over Penguin Bank,

standard deviation varied between 608 and 1208 with a

median angle around 458. This is mostly due to flow

modified by surface forcing (as shown above) and in-

strument noise (appendix B).

Figure 10 shows the histograms of separation angles

from the area shown in Fig. 9a and the region only

limited by the red dashed line. The histogram computed

over the total area in Fig. 9a shows a bimodal distribu-

tion suggesting there are two distinct processes modi-

fying the surface circulation. In contrast, in the histogram

estimated only over the area within the red line in Fig. 9,

most of the angles were found at around 908. This in-

dicates topography steering by Penguin Bank bathymetry

is themain processmodifying the surface circulation. This

topographic steering can also be observed in the surface

current time series (Fig. 4b), where in region B, north-

ward surface components are frequent throughout the

2-yr time period.

7. Summary

HFRs observations reveal the regional dynamics

south of Oahu through its mean surface velocity and

vorticity structure. The 2-yr mean surface velocities

exhibit a westward flow and mean Rossby number of

order 0.2f. Maps of mean advection of mean vorticity

and vortex stretching were produced at scales down to

2 km revealing spatial variations of vorticity due to ba-

thymetry and wind stress curl.

Themost striking feature of themean surface vorticity

balance is the anticorrelation between advection and

stretching of vorticity, revealing flow driven by advec-

tion of PV anomalies. The residual from these terms was

interpreted as the sum of unquantified terms and noise.

Of the unquantified terms, we estimate that wind stress

curl is the most significant contributor to the residual,

in agreement with previous work by Chavanne et al.

(2010b) and Azevedo Correia de Souza et al. (2015).

The divergence of the eddy flux of relative vorticity was

also estimated, resulting in values about one-third of the

size of the leading-order terms but sometimes increasing

FIG. 9. (a) Standard deviation and (b) median of separation angle over the 2-yr record from September 2010 to

September 2012. Separation angle is defined in degrees between the 3-day low-passed HFR surface currents and

=(f /H). A positive angle is a clockwise angle between the surface flow and =(f /H). The dashed red contours

indicate the areas where themedian angle is 908, that is, flow constrained by bathymetry assuming a barotropic flow.
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the first-order residual. Observations showed that the

HFR-derived flow analyzed in this study is highly tur-

bulent, with temporal fluctuations of relative vorticity

sometimes 5 times larger than the temporal mean, thus

likely contributing to the vorticity budget. To produce

an accurate estimation of the eddy-forcing terms, the

vorticity budget should be estimated with a longer HFR

time series at the spatial and temporal resolution used in

this study.

In shallow regions, however, bottom pressure torque

accounts for most of the residual since vortex stretching

is larger than advection of vorticity. An estimation of the

depth-integrated vorticity equation assuming an equiv-

alent barotropic flow was made. We found that bottom

pressure torque could act a first-order term when spatial

variations of topography are large enough such as the

case of Penguin Bank. In addition, a PV analysis showed

that bathymetry gradients can sometimes steer themean

surface circulation such as in Penguin Bank.

Time series of relative vorticity revealed intermittent

episodes larger than 0.5f. Possible candidates to explain

these large values have been observed around Hawaii in

Chavanne et al. (2010b) and Azevedo Correia de Souza

et al. (2015) as inertial and ageostrophic instabilities.

The authors are currently working on a separate paper

in which the nature of instabilities is explored with a

nonassimilative model as in Gula et al. (2015). Models

have shown that topographically generated instabilities

O(1f ) as in Gula et al. (2015) and Gula et al. (2016) are a

possible pathway to energy dissipation for geostrophic

flows. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to pursue

and continue studies using observations measured at the

submesoscale resolution.
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APPENDIX A

HFR Settings and Data Processing

The frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FCMW)

HFRs were operated yielding a range resolution of 1.2–

1.5 km and averaging times of 9–12min yielding a time

resolution of 15min with each site transmitting while the

other was quiet. The transmit antenna formed a beam

toward the ocean, a null in the direction of the re-

ceive antennas to reduce the direct path energy. The

instruments were operated in beam-forming mode

with linear arrays of eight receive antennas, yielding

an azimuthal resolution of ;78 when steering the

beam normal to the receive array and degrading

higher incidence angles; above 608 the sidelobes are

too large to obtain uncontaminated measurements

(Gurgel et al. 1999b).

Vector currents were mapped on a 2-km Cartesian

grid by least squares fitting the zonal and meridional

component to radial measurements from both sites

within a 2-km radius. A major problem is the geometric

dilution of precision (GDOP), which amplifies mea-

surement errors when the angles between the different

radial directions available are closer to 08 or 1808. Fol-
lowing Lipa and Barrick (1983) and Chavanne et al.

(2007), we use the principal axes of the covariance ma-

trix of the vector currents, to discard poorly constrained

estimates as follows.

The currents were assumed to be constant within the

search radius, where N is the number of radial mea-

surements available:

m
i
5 n

ix
u1 n

iy
y1 e

i
i5 1, . . . ,N (A1)

or

FIG. 10. Histograms of separation angle between HFR surface

currents and =(f /H) for the region shown in Fig. 9 (black) and the

region where median angle is 908 in Fig. 9b (red) indicating flow is

constrained by bathymetry. Angles were calculated from the 3-day

low-passed surface currents assuming a barotropic flow.
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m5Nw1 e , (A2)

where m is the vector of radial measurements, N is the

N3 2 matrix of the unit radial vectors, w5 [u, y]T is the

current vector, and e is the N 3 1 vector of measure-

ments noise and model errors.

An estimate of w can be obtained by minimizing the

sum of squared errors:

FIG. A1. (a) GDOP over the HFR domain, with GDOP 5 4 shown on the bottom-right corner. (b) Variance ellipses from the HFR

surface currents and (c) from the ROMS surface currents interpolated into the HFR domain over the 2-yr time period from September

2010 to September 2012. The color bar indicates the EKE derived by HFR and ROMS variance ellipses in (b) and (c), respectively. Red

dots indicate the HFR sites KAL and KOK. Bathymetry is shown as dashed gray lines at 50, 500, and 1000m.

FIG. B1. StandarddeviationofHFR-andmodel-derivedvorticity terms fromSeptember2010 toSeptember2012using60%of the totalHFRspatial

coverage. (a) Mean advection of mean vorticity (u � =z), (b) vortex stretching [(z1 f )= � u], (c) residual from (a) and (b) (R1), (d) surface frictional

forcingf[1/(rHs)]=3 tsg, (e) eddyadvectionof eddyvorticity (u0 � =z0), (f) stretchingof eddyvorticity (z0= � u0
), and (g) sumof (e) and (f) (= � u0

z
0
).

The thin gray line in (d) denotes the 60% of the total HFR spatial coverage. The dashed gray lines denote bathymetry at 50, 500, and 1000m.
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J5 �
N

i51

e2i 5 eTe , (A3)

where the solution is

~w5 (NTN)21NTm . (A4)

The covariance of Eq. (A4) is

C ~w ~w
5 (NTN)21NTC

ee
N(NTN)21 , (A5)

where Cee is the covariance of C. If the errors have

the same variance and are independent of each other

then

C
ee
5s2I , (A6)

where I is the unit matrix. Then the covariance of ~w

becomes

C ~w ~w
5s2(NTN)21 . (A7)

This expressionofs5 1 becomes theGDOP.FigureA1a

shows the principal axes of C ~w ~w. In the present study

surface velocities with GDOP greater than 4 were dis-

carded. This high value was required since the HFR

configuration increased theGDOP substantially close to

the coast and away from the sites. This GDOP is seen in

the HFR-derived surface current’s variance ellipses and

eddy kinetic energy (EKE). It is not observed in the

ROMS surface currents interpolated into the HFRs

since the model assimilates the HFR radial components

(Figs. A1b and A1c). However, in areas where GDOP is

small, in both model and observations, ellipses increase

away from the coast.

APPENDIX B

Vorticity Balance Errors

The surface vorticity balance terms’ standard de-

viations over the 2-yr time period are shown in

Figure B1. Values close to the coast and away from the

HFR sites where GDOP is large (appendix A) in-

creased up to 4 times in the HFR-derived vorticity

terms compared to the surface forcing term derived by

WRF and ROMS. The largest values were found close

to the south shore of Oahu and north of Penguin

Bank. To reduce the uncertainty of the HFR-derived

vorticity terms, only 40% of the total HFR spatial

coverage shown in Fig. 2 as a thin gray line is used to

calculate the velocity gradients and mean and eddy

vorticity terms.
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